Durer, Goethe, Schiller, Beethoven, Kant-this sequence of names may serve as examples to represent the identity of German culture. Persons stand for programs, and names proffer identity-that is an old thing. If one recounts great personalities of the past, one not only remembers stories of some people's lives, but activates the issues of what they stand for: one admonishes the current generation or calls the old ideals to the fore. With a real person of history at hand, one can visualize and promote important contents with much efficacy. The veneration of the Saints is just another example of this fact.
Exactly this insight we find in the so-called "Last Words" or testament of Mattathias does not mention Biblical examples and the Torah (v6~.IOS" in the singular), but he speaks about the laws (plural), which the sons shall be ready to die for (see 1 Macc 2:50). Then "the deity" (n:, 8elov) will greatly value their virtue, restore to them what they have lost, and return to them that freedom which will permit them to live quietly and enjoy their own customs. Mattathias also talks about immortality which they will receive in remembrance of actions they have done. They shall pursue these things. Above all, Mattathias calls his sons to agree with one another (o~ovoelv). Simon and Maccabaeus Gudas) are highlighted and installed as spiritual father (Simon) and general of the army Gudas), respectively, due to their excellence and virtue (see 1 Macc 2:65-66). Analogous to 1 Macc 2:49-70 the farewell speech of Mattathias in Josephus' account is not a historical document, but an occasion to articulate a political message. Josephus no longer promotes the long forgotten Hasmonaeans (as 1 Macc does), but uses the farewell speech for his own agenda: freedom for the Jews in unity, leading a life according to their own customs and laws. To achieve this aim, Josephus does not mention a blessing for the sons (1 Macc 2:69), but rather an intercession addressed to God that the deity might help his sons in the battle and recover for the people their former constitution TOV eEOV EU~Oi1EVOS" OUi1~JaXov aUTolS" YEvEoeal Kal T0 Aa0 Tf)V 'Iolav avcxoWocxl rrOAIV ToG ~IOU OUV~eEICXV.
Method
It is clearly the intention of the authors of 1 Macc 2:49-70 to allude to the holy traditions of the "fathers" (unfortunately, only men are mentioned). However, it remains obscure what the authors exactly had in mind and how they had access to these traditions. Therefore I do not want to construct further hypotheses about the origin of the text. What we have at hand is the text of 1 Maccabees as a deuterocanonical writing within the Christian Bible of the Old and New Testament. Within this canonical framework, we not only find relations between 1 Macc 2:49-70 and very old traditions, but also associations with actual texts. The following reading is centered on the text and proceeds along these intertextual relationships and analogies. Thus the proposed texts are woven into the Last Words of Mattathias. 2 By activating
